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Sheathe your sword and summon more than fifty delicious bites and cocktails inspired by the
smash-hit game—perfect for any Fireside Gathering.From the bestselling author of World of
Warcraft: The Official Cookbook and A Feast of Ice and Fire: The Official Game of Thrones
Companion Cookbook comes a new collection of delicious recipes.With the Innkeeper’s Tavern
Cookbook, fans will unlock Hearthstone-inspired eats, cocktails, and mocktails. A replica of
Harth Stonebrew’s own private cookbook, this delightful guide contains more than fifty all-new
recipes perfect for any Fireside Gathering or game night, from Sarge’s Easy Mac & Cheese to
Medivh’s favorite martini—and, of course, funnel cake. Complete with mouthwatering color
photos and Harth’s personal notations, recipe modifications, and reflections, the Innkeeper’s
Tavern Cookbook brings the world of Hearthstone to life like never before.Hearthstone is a fast-
paced digital card game where players sling spells, summon minions, and command powerful
heroes in duels of epic strategy. Featuring familiar characters from the Warcraft® universe,
Hearthstone has won over legions of fans with its humor and deceptively simple gameplay.

About the AuthorChelsea Monroe-Cassel is the coauthor of A Feast of Ice and Fire: The Official
Game of Thrones Companion Cookbook and the author of World of Warcraft: The Official
Cookbook, Hearthstone: Innkeeper's Tavern Cookbook, and The Elder Scrolls: The Official
Cookbook. Her work is a synthesis of imagination and historical research. This passion has led
her to a career of transforming imaginary foods into reality. She greatly enjoys foreign languages,
treasure hunting, history, and all things related to honey.From the AuthorCHELSEA MONROE-
CASSEL is the coauthor of the New York Times best seller A Feast of Ice and Fire: The Official
Game of Thrones Companion Cookbook and the author of World of Warcraft: The Official
Cookbook. A lifelong artist and fan of fantasy, Chelsea discovered her love of interesting food
during a year living abroad in Turkey. Like the literature and fictional settings she loves, Chelsea’s
work is a synthesis of imagination and historical research. Applying her multifaceted creativity to
that passion has led her to a career of transforming imaginary foods into reality. She greatly
enjoys foreign languages, treasure hunting, history, and all things related to honey. She and her
husband currently live in an old Vermont house with a retired hound and a sturdy Manx cat. --
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Sarah, “Not as Good as Her Other Books, but Still Cute. Let me start by saying: I LOVE Chelsea
Monroe-Cassel. She's brilliant and her books are always so incredibly fantastic with all their little
details. That being said, of all her books, this one is my least favorite thus far. Probably about
60% of it is all drinks. I get it, it's an Innkeeper's Tavern Cookbook, but the recipes that are
included are also not up to par with her other books either. I regularly cook things out of her
WoW and GoT cookbooks, but I can't see making or eating anything out of this one. These are
definitely cute and charming, but just not things I'd eat.What I do think this book would be well
suited for is either people who love to try interesting cocktails, or getting kids interested in
cooking with the very simplistic and easy recipes (e.g. the cut up hot dogs in corn bread
muffins). If you're someone who enjoys cooking dishes with more than a few ingredients, I'd
suggest sticking with her other books (WHICH ARE SO INCREDIBLY AMAZING!!!!). However, I
still don't regret buying this book. It'll be a great one for the collection and her other cookbooks
are so amazing, I'm happy to support her by purchasing it.”

Stacy H., “Fun, Beautiful Cookbook. I really don't understand the one star review. This is a
beautiful cookbook full of recipes I can't wait to make. I love the Hearthstone references, the
photography is gorgeous and the recipes look wonderful. What's not to like? Sure there are a
few recipes that don't appeal to me but that's no different than any other cookbook. I have the
World of Warcraft Cookbook by the same author and everything in it has been delicious so I trust
that these will be as well. They certainly look like they will be. I'd recommend this to anyone, even
if they aren't Hearthstone fans.”

AeroAli, “Nice, but after getting the World of Warcraft cook .... Nice, but after getting the World of
Warcraft cook book, this one seemed to fall a little short. A good one to add the the collection,
but if you only buy one, get the World of Warcraft one over this one. This one is mostly drinks
and small bites, which goes nicely with the Tavern theme.”

Diane, “It turned out to be a great buy! Will use this book for Thanksgiving dinner .... Bought this
book for my son, who is 16 years old. It turned out to be a great buy! Will use this book for
Thanksgiving dinner and had wonderful side dishes and unique tavern style food. It was great
having this cooking/bonding moment with my son, but I have to admit the food was very good
too! Highly recommend”

Nick the Prick., “Exactly what it says its a fun tavern themed cook book. I usually read other
reviews on here before making my own plus reading the book.Honestly Chelsea Monroe is one
of my favorite authors ever and shes done a great job with this one as well.Now a good thing to
know that sets this apart from her other books is that its themed to be a tavern book something
the owner would keep around and improve on over the years thats why certain recipes have



crossed out ingrediants and such. Its trying to let you roleplay with this bookSecond this is book
is well tavern food. IE Its a bar that also serves food but the Bar is the main star. This book is
perfect for planning a part as most of the food is small stuff and filled with drinks. As of now Ive
tried 4 of them and they have been well and you can usually add your own stuff to suit your taste.
Its filled with drinks as well.There arnt any main course dishes in this book, Much like a tavern
you come for the drink and if your a little hungry you get something small and then your on your
way. My favorite so far is the pizza as its just a cute interesting recipe.That being said that 1 star
review simply does not make any sense and what this book sets out to do it does perfectly. I
highly recommend it to anyone even more so if you have kids its even better for them.Overall its
just a fun cute little cook”

Natanr, “If you like the game and like cooking you should get it. It's a great book if you like to play
the game and like to cook. It gives a whole new experience to the game once you try some of
Harth's specials :) the book itself is well written, and easy to follow. Can't wait to sip some hot
blackrock magma with hearthstone log”

Amygirl, “These books are amazing. I love this and the warcraft and skyrim book. This one is a
bit smaller easy to put behind a bar. The photos and everything about these books are just
amazing. These are by far my most beloved books I own. The recipies are just great the
ironforge rations my hubby grabbed this cookbook and made those one night they were so
good. I can't wait to make these for game nights for my friends and entertaining. Thank you so
much for these books  ”

Buttery Rose Cosplay+, “Great for entertaining!. I love all the appetizer and drink recipes in this
book. I've used it a few times now for snacks and drinks while entertaining at home for family and
friends. Definitely recommend for a surprising change to your usual drinks or fantasy themed
parties.”

Lana, “Pleasantly surprised. I purchased this cookbook after trying out The Elder Scrolls
Cookbook by the same author and finding it surprisingly useful. I've yet to try any of the recipes,
but for such a small thing it's packed full of 'em and they all look fairly good, so I'm really looking
forward to them!”

julias, “Nice gift for fans. There are more drinks and snacks so i would only recommend for hard
core fans who are also gourmet enthusiastsBut really nice gift nice theming”

Lucie, “Hearthstone fans cookbook, brilliant idea for a present. Lovely idea of a cook book for
Hearthstone fans!:) Love the illustration,love the ideas:+) it's not ordinary cookbook so don't
expect meals,but it does have more of a cocktails and snacks.”



Blaise, “Funny & delicious!. I bought this for my friend, who is both a Hearthstone and a cooking
enthusiast. The book looks beautiful, the recipe titles are humorous and very witty. The food in
the actual book looks amazing, and not even hard to make. I absolutely love it. Will report back
when my friend has tried some of the recipes :)”

Loopy, “Perfect. bought for my boyfriend - a Hearthstone fanatic - he loved it. I wouldn’t eat a lot
of the recipes, but I’m a vegetarian! He seemed keen on most of them though. Great gift idea
and something they’ve probably never even heard of before”

The book by Chelsea Monroe-Cassel has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 438 people have provided
feedback.
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